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Egyptian student
arrives safely in Winona
N

Nour Greiss is finally comfortable in Winona after her long journey.

ANDREA BAUTCH
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our Greiss, 19, of Cairo, was excited to
finally arrive at Winona State University
after a long, obstacle-filled trip from her home
of Egypt to Minnesota.
Greiss arrived on campus on August 17
after struggling through a delay of her original
flight, curfew hours, making her connecting
flight to Amsterdam from Cairo and having to
stay overnight in Amsterdam.
The conflicts were due to violence in the
city of Cairo.
When the former President Mohammed
Morsi was overthrown on June 13, the Muslim
Brotherhood was very angry, Greiss said.
They staged a sit-in protest at the Rabaa
Mosque on June 30 and Cairo became
very violent with attacks on churches and
government buildings, mostly located on the
main roads of Cairo.
The curfew was put in place August 16 from
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
"It wasn't a major change when the curfew
was put in place, but we did not use public
transportation or go out after 7 p.m. We were
extra careful when going somewhere," Greiss
said.
Her original flight was delayed 12 hours
making her new flight August 16 at 3:25 a.m.,
but since curfew was announced it made her
unable to make the flight, so her family stayed
in a hotel room near the airport.
Greiss said the airport was very chaotic
because a lot of people had to find a different
connection flight, and many people had slept
there overnight.
Long lines and five hours later, she arrived

in Amsterdam at 8 p.m., but was not able to
make the flight to Minneapolis because there
were no flights from Amsterdam after 5 p.m.
"I wasn't sure where I was going to stay
that night or where to find food," Greiss said.
"Luckily, the airport gave me a voucher for a
hotel room and meal, I was very happy about
that."
The final part of her journey was obstacle
free, finally arriving at 10:25 a.m. the
following morning at the Minneapolis-St. Paul
International Airport and made her way down
to Winona later that afternoon.
"I was very relieved," Greiss said. "It felt
like I would never get here."
As for her family back home, she is not
extremely worried about them, as they take
precautions and do not go out after the curfew.
"I did not realize how big America was,"
Greiss said.
She wanted to visit her friends from Egypt
who go to school in Virginia and California.
"They told me, 'Do you know how far
we are from each other? Like days drive.'
And then I realized that America was much
bigger," Greiss said.
Griess thinks Winona State is very nice and
enjoys the extracurricular activities.
"The comedian and hypnotist shows were
very good." Greiss said.
-JORDAN GERARD

News Reporter
Contact Jordan at
JGerard 12@winona.edu
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New fossil
lab exhibits
hadrosaurus
bones
mmmm
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inona State University does not house dinosaurs
yet, but it is close. A fossil lab was added over the
summer to Pasteur 106, housing large plasters of fossils
from a hadrosaurus, commonly known as a duck-billed
dinosaur, ready to be prepared.
William Beatty, a geology professor, was the driving
force behind creating the lab.
"We want to get students involved in the whole process
of dinosaur paleontology," Beatty said. Over the next few
years, Beatty said he hopes to assemble an entire skeleton
of the Hadrosaurus.
Tia Troy, a senior studying physics education, said,
"Fossils are one of those things people are excited about
even though they don't know anything about them." Troy
is one of several students working in the lab this semester.
Beatty wanted the lab in a public space so people can
easily see the fossils. After renovations, the lab will display
the fossils with a monitor explaining the type of fossils,
and where they came from.
Toby Dogwiler, professor and chair of the geology
department expressed the importance of having hands-on
experiences, which is what the fossil lab provides.
"In the current job market, it is imperative that students
leave college having demonstrated hands-on experience,
applying the knowledge from their field of study,"
Dogwiler said, "the fossil lab is yet another way that
Winona State students can gain [that] experience in the
geosciences."
The geology department offers two courses in
paleontology that are open to students of all studies: the
first is an introduction course, the second is a travel study
to Marmarth, N.D., which is the same place the hadrosaur
fossils were found. Beatty said that Marmarth is also
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Duck-billed dinasour bones wait for public viewing.
known to have bones from a tyrannosaurus rex and a
triceratops. Students will discover bones, extract them and
prepare them for display.
The process of discovering dinosaur bones is different
from what we see in movies. When paleontologists
discover dinosaur bones, they stop digging and pour plaster
around the area. Then they dig under the bone, roll it over
and plaster the bottom of the area. This allows for easier
travel, since the bones are fragile.
Once the plastered pieces are at the lab, sudents cut the
plaster and clear away rock and dirt to reveal the fossils.
They add a glue-like solution to the fossils that fills in
pores to make the bones more durable.
Paleontologists often work with small pieces of a bone
that fit together like a puzzle
"This is an opportunity that most undergraduates don't
get. Even most graduate students don't get to touch any
fossils in the field," JoHannah Heller, a senior studying life
science education, said. Heller is also working in the lab

• Aug. 24 at 12:50 d.rti. an intoxicated student was found outside
of Prentiss-Lucas. EMS and police were notified and the student
was transported to the hospital. Matter referred to Student Life &
• Aug, 27 at 4:50 p.m. a student reported the theft of his bike
within the past half hour from outside of Gildemeister Hall. Matter
referred to the Director of Security.

CARA MANNINC

this semester.
Not only will the lab be beneficial to Winona State
students, but also for other Winona schools. Dr. Charla
Miertschin said the lab is sure to interest children because
dinosaur fossils are not something they typically get to set
in person. The lab will be a great addition to the Middle
School Science Day this spring, which teaches 8th grade
students about many areas of science.
The lab will be ready for public viewing in early
September.

-MICHELLE PETERSON
News Reporter
Contact Michelle at
MPeterson 10@winona.edu

student with a medical issue. The student was transported to the
• Aug. 30 at 10:13 p.m. a WSU Shuttle Van was involved In a minor
property damage accident off campus, Matter was referred to the
Director of Security and Safety Officer,
* Aug, 30 at 11:35
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Medical amnesty granted
T

he state of Minnesota is now granting limited
immunity to minors who are seeking assistance in a
nedical emergency. The new medical amnesty legislation
vvent into effect on Aug. 1, 2013.
This law will provide immunity to minors who are in
possession of or have consumed alcohol when they are
seeking assistance for themselves or another person.
Many minors are hesitant to call for help in alcohol
elated situations because they are afraid of getting in
rouble. The Medical Amnesty law aims to decrease the
lumber of tragedies linked to alcohol by lessening this
'ear.
Alex Kromminga, director of student conduct &
citizenship, said, "Students have the opportunity not to
'ace prosecution for underage drinking if they are helping
)r providing medical help to someone that is in trouble."
However, this law does have some stipulations. The law
itates that to receive immunity the individual must be the
me to initiate contact with the authorities, and they must
>tay until help arrives and cooperate with the police.
Immunity will only be given to the person who
contacted emergency services and the person who is
eceiving the help. It does not cover entire parties or
louseholds. Minors may also be charged with other
•elated violations depending on the situation.
"The most important thing is that it protects the health
and safety of students and their fellow classmates,"

Kromminga said.
This law has caused much debate in the community
about the type of effect it will have. While some worry
that it will encourage underage drinking, others argue that
preventing further injuries and fatalities is what matters
most.
"I think it is a good idea because it could prevent a lot of
tragedies," Grace Aakre, a fifth-year Winona State student,
said.
When asked whether the law would be effective in
preventing alcohol related deaths Kromminga said it is too
soon to tell.
"I think we need to as a country, as a state and as a
community have a larger conversation about alcohol,"
Kromminga said.
Minnesota and sixteen other states including Texas,
North Dakota, and Michigan now have Medical Amnesty
protection.
It will take time to see if these laws have their intended
effect, but for now the main goal is to protect the health
and safety of minors.

/
galled becBuse my ^
-friend needs more help j
+han 1 do right now-1/

Alcohol ordrua emergency:
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Rogers welcomed as vice president
P

atricia Rogers sat at a conference room
table with a coffee to her left and seven
boxes of donuts to her right. Of course, all
of those donuts weren't for her. They were
an introduction gift for the information
technology department.
"I want to be out there, not tied to the
office so much," Rogers said.
Last July, Rogers joined Winona State
University as the new provost and vice
president of academic affairs.
"I love being brand new along with the
new students because we can all relate. I'm
on the journey along with the freshman,"
Rogers said.
Along with figuring out the job aspect,
Rogers is also working on getting to know
all the people, everywhere on campus.
"I want to understand the people who go

*

-MOLLY O'KEEFE

News Reporter
Contact Molly at
MEOKeefe@winona.edu

unsaid - the people who keep the campus
beautiful or clean the floors."
Rogers described her provost position
as being the go-to person if the president
is unavailable. As the vice president of
academic affairs, Rogers works with deans
of all departments. Her background in art,
health, humanities and technology gives
her the breadth to understand many areas.
Rogers holds two doctorate degrees
from the University of Minnesota: one in
instructional systems and technology and
one in art education.
Rogers also has an extensive background
working in higher education with over 27
years of experience. She started as a cancer
researcher from 1986 to 1996 for the
school of public health at the University of
Minnesota.

<oU

ALICIA ALVERSON

Rogers taught at Bemidji State
University as an assistant and associate
professor from 1996 to 1999. She became
the interim system director for instructional
technology for Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities from 1999 to 2001. She
returned to Bemidji State in 2001 as a full
professor until 2006.
Rogers said teaching was such a joy, but
after a while, she decided to step into the
role of dean.
She took her first position as founding
dean in 2006 for the School of Education
and Graduate Studies at Valley City State
University. In 2007, Rogers became the
dean and interim dean for the College of
Health Science and Human Ecology and
School of Graduate Studies at Bemidji
State University.

She served as a dean for seven years
before she felt the need to advance her
career further by preparing for provost
positions.
"My goals are the university's goals, the
hopes and dreams, and how we can turn
those into direction. There are so many
new things here - the Education Village
and the STEM Camp. It's wonderful to be
a part of them. It'd be an honor for anyone
to be here."

-MICHELLE PETERSON

News Reporter
Contact Michelle at
MPeterson10@winona.edu
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Mass communication
professor published
in LA Review of
Books
W

inona State University's mass communica
tion professor Davin Heckman recently coauthored an article with Kathi Inman Berens titled
'"Use the # & Tweet yr escape:' LA Flood as Mo
bile Dystopic Fiction." The article was published
in the Los Angeles Review of Books on Aug. 15.
Heckman and Berens's article explores "The LA
Flood Project," a collaborative project led by the
eight-writer writing collective LAinundacion. The
writers staged a simulated flood of Los Angeles in
which anyone could participate.
"It's a very different kind of storytelling,"
Heckman said. The project includes several
elements including a Twitter feed, audio recordings
and a map with stories pinned to various locations
around Los Angeles.
Simultaneously as the article was published,
Heckman began his first year as a professor
at Winona State. During his time here,
Heckman expects to contribute to how the
mass communication department thinks about
digital media. He is teaching several of the core
departmental courses.
"[The students] seem bright and engaged. They
seem happy that they're here," Heckman said of
his upperclassman students. This semester, he is
teaching 300- and 400-level mass communication
courses, including a topics course on digital
storytelling.
Prior to arriving in Winona, Heckman's
experiences took him around the world. He
began by teaching for nine years at Siena Heights
University in southeast Michigan. There, the
communication program was nested in the English
program, so he also taught composition and
literature courses.
Most recently, Heckman spent a year in Bergen,
Norway on a Fulbright scholarship beginning in
August 2011. He arrived in Norway not long after
the attacks in Oslo and the island of Utoya earlier
that July. The timing gave him the opportunity
to witness a nation responding to a tragedy.
He explained that the citizens' response was to
embrace their cultural values.
"When your values are tested, if your values are
good, then you should stand by them," Heckman
said.
When he's not teaching, Heckman is involved

Sept.4,2013

in several organizations and projects. He is the
managing editor of the Electronic Book Review
(EBR) and is the current editor of the EBR's
Electropoetics thread at electronicbookreview.com.
Heckman is also the secretary for the Board of
Directors of the Electronic Literature Organization,
an organization that studies digital and often
interactive literary works.
He is also the author of "A Small World: Smart

"When your values arc
tested, if your values are
good, then you should
stand by them."
-Davin Heckman
Houses and the Dream of the Perfect Day,"
published in 2008. The book explores the evolution
of home automation and smart homes, and debates
the potential influences that this technology could
have on society.
His previous dissertation on the subject, called
"Utopian Accidents: An Introduction to RetroFutures," was published in the spring of 2004.
Currently, Heckman's research focuses on the
constantly changing formats for digital literature
and the struggle to preserve works made for older
formats.
"Digital stuff has its own kind of shelf life,"
Heckman said. If a particular format becomes
obsolete, any works published using the format
would then become inaccessible. Heckman
explained that inaccessibility due to changing
formats is a problem that doesn't apply to paper
books. He is interested in how the inaccessibility
problem is changing society's relationship with
culture and the implications of this instability of
formats.

This week
in Winona

ililili

Faculty Art Show
Time: 4 p.m.
Contact: Anne Plummer

Football vs. Bemidji State
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Verizon Stadium
Contact: Grant Wall

Live Music: Beet Root Stew & Mike Munson
Km.

Winona
Live Music: Aric Sampson

12 p.m

120.11*

-REBECCA MUELLER

News Reporter
Contact Rebecca at
RMueller08@winona.edu
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Editor-in-Chief Marcia Ratliff>
A journalist once told me, "All journalists are introverts pretending to be extroverts."
X J L Whew. That was a relief. I'm an English major/Spanish minor, studying to be a creative writer. I
think of myself as more poet than newshound. I frequently take long walks alone to look at the world. I
like to read and write fiction. So what am I doing as editor-in-chief at a newspaper?
My three-going-on-four years at the Winonan have taught me that there's only a shade of difference
between fiction and journalism. The characters that inhabit this world, sauntering along the river at Levee
Park or taking goofy laptop pictures in the library at night, are more exciting and more individual than
any I could create.
And thanks to the Winonan, I have a job that lets me step into their lives and say hello, even if it takes
just a bit of pretending and pre-interview power poses every now and then.
After I graduate this May, I plan to go adventuring. I love being outside in a world full of God's
fingerprints, from canoeing to running to hiking. I'd like to hike the Rockies this summer and then take
a gap year to teach English in another country, writing all the way and losing sunglasses way too often.
After that, who knows? Let's be honest. I'll probably end up as an English professor.
Other fun facts: I'm training for my first marathon. 1 use a fountain pen. My favorite food is peanut
butter. 1 like to whistle. And, as 1 learned during my free Netfiix trial this summer, 1 like "cerebral"
movies, whatever that means. At right, I'm chilling with my favorite author, Virginia Woolf, who is also a
very cool finger puppet.

<News Editor Julia Sand
"W"am a junior at Winona State University majoring in Mass Communications with an emphasis in Public Relations and a minor in Child
JLAdvocacy, f am planning to graduate in 2015.
I busy and challenge myself by working as the news editor at the Winonan, president of the public relations club PRSSA, and member of
St. Jude Up 'Til Dawn, a fundraising club dedicated to raising money for St. Jude.
During the summer 1 was a K102 KEEY-FM Clear Channel Promotions Intern. I enjoyed making new connections for my future in
public relations, hoping it will lead me in new directions. Though it differed from my public relations dream job, I learned priceless life
les&ons and gained experience in the behind-the-scenes of radio. Also met some really cool people!
I am unsure of exactly where I want to go after graduation, but a few things on my radar are working at Weber Shandwick in Minneapolis
or with a non-profit organization - maybe something that offers some travel!
My hometown is Zimmerman, Minn., which, because of its small population and lack of popular businesses, makes Winona look like
pretty much the big city. I love spending time in coffee shops and downtown Winona (and ordering Erbs and Gerbs whenever possible favorite Winona food!).

Hannah Jones>
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search for
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Tstarted out at the Winonan when I was a freshman. I actually went in thinking I was
Agoing to be a cartoonist, and at the last minute, I switched to writing a feature column.
Fast forward three weird, wonderful years of writing articles, bothering innocent people
for interviews and answering a truckload of emails before breakfast, and eventually I
wound up an editor.
News writing, over those three years, has taken up residence a particularly dear
place in my heart that I usually reserve for puppies and cereals with marshmaltows in
them. Up until I started writing for the paper, all I had written was either fictional or
autobiographical. Both of these are valid and valuable as part of the writing landscape,
but for me, there is something uniquely special about journalism. Every article in a
newspaper is more than just a piece of writing: it's somebody's life. It's the story of a real
human being, more often than not a complete stranger, which opens a window into his or
her world.
And the very best thing: every single person in this school, in this country, on this
planet has an interesting story. All that remains is asking the right questions.
I don't know about anyone else, but I think that's about as cool as it gets. And that's
why joining the paper was one of the best decisions I ever made.
I've got one more year ahead of me at Winona State University, and then I plan to
graduate with an English degree and a Chinese minor and hopefully find work as a
reporter. In the meantime, it's going to be a great year.
Let's get to work!
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Sports Editor Alyssa Griffith>
TVyflTy name is Alyssa, and I am the sports editor of the Winonan. I'm a senior, majoring in Mass
±¥JHCommufucations with an emphasis in Photojournalism.
Baseball is the great love of my life - specifically the Chicago Cubs. My family and I are working on
seeing them play in every stadium. When I'm not talking about the Cubs, I'm planning events on campus
that benefit the children of St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, working through my "1000 Movies to See
Before You Die" book, or butchering great music with my singing voice. 1 also work at Mestad's Bridal and
Formalwear in Rochester, where I've worked for six years.
Post graduation, I'm hoping to do communications work for St. Jude, or find a photography job with a
sports team. I also plan on winning the lottery and traveling (eating) around the world.
I'm looking forward to an amazing senior \car and seeing all of the ama/iny things our Winona Suite
athletes accomplish this year.

follow us on
twitter
Jliii

@Winonan
«gta§l

<Photo Editor Caitlin Reineke
Tam the photography editor for the Winonan. I am a senior majoring in Mass Communications: Advertising with a
Aminor in Professional Selling here at Winona State University. Last year was my first year with the Winonan staff
as a photographer before moving up to the position as the photography editor. Before my time at the newspaper. I
shot senior pictures for 3 years, co-taught an after school photography club at the Winona Middle School, and took
many photography classes in high school and college,
I am a Winona native, living in the wonderful city of Winona since I was four years old. I have one sister, Bekka,
and two awesome parents who work right on campus at Winona State.
I love to travel and have been doing so since I was in elementary school Travel allowed for some great
photography practice in places from England to Japan, from Ireland to Liberia. Now my time is spent in classes
and working my multiple jobs on campus-with the Admissions office, Web Communications, and Winona State
Children's Center.
This year will be a great experience for me and I am very excited to be a part of the Winonan staff working on
student news at Winona State University!

fMi
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CODV Editor
"'m just a small town girl, living in a lonely world. At least I would be if I were living in a Journey
-song. In all actuality I'm a Literature and Language studies and Creative Writing double major from
I traveled to London over the summer with a travel study through Winona State and fell in love with
everything about it. I'm planning on moving there as soon as possible. I love the outdoors; hunting,
fishing, kayaking, rock climbing and hiking are a few of the activities I take part in here in Winona.
I grew up as a competitive figure skater focusing on Synchronized Skating. Coming to Winona State,
I have turned to coaching with the Winona Figure Skating Club. And as much as 1 love being active,
nothing beats curling up on the couch in front of a fire'on a snowy winter night with a good book!
ii Cheesy puns are a close second though. #Lnglishmajorproblems
Some more random things about me: my favorite movie is the Great Outdoors. I pronounce sword with
a strong w. I adore the oxford comma and shed a tear every time AP makes me delete it. I was born during
a blizzard, which required my doctor to come in on snowmobile. And my favorite number is four because
it has a square root, as well as divides, multiplies, subtracts and adds well; thank you OCD.
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TTello! My name is Claudia Paredes and I will fee working as business manager for fee Winonan. I'm 20
JnLyears old with my oncoming birthday on Sept. 23. I'm originally from Lima, Peru, (South America) and
I came to Winona last year. I'm a junior with a year and a half left
My current major is accounting; however, I have considered getting a second major in business
administration. After1 graduate, I expect to get a job in an international company that could help me achieve
my personal dream, which is to become a successful woman in the accounting world. In addition, I would
like to become a shareholder in the company that I work for.
Besides my professional expectations, I enjoy dancing to South American music, such as salsa, merengue,
cumbia and regueton. Since I moved to the United States alone and far from my family, I have developed
skills that 1 didn't know I had. One of them is cooking. I miss my Peruvian food, and back at home I didn't
cook, but now that I'm here, I have become a full time cook who doesn't mind cultural exchanges through
food.
Although I miss my country, I enjoy my time in the United States, especially in the "Minnesota nice."
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T^his is my sixth year at Winona State University and my fourth year with the Winonan. I'm currently a graduate
JL student in the Education Leadership program. I graduated in May 2012 with a BA in journalism and a minor in
For the last eight months, I've been working for the Tennessee Smokies. The Smokies are the Double-A affiliate
for the Chicago Cubs. I was the media relations assistant where I wrote game recaps, feature stories, updated the
website, took photos and ran the team's Twitter feed. It definitely was a great experience especially because I love
baseball and the Cubs.
This year for the Winonan, I'll be writing feature stories and sports stories. I'm also the lead advertisement
representative. During my previous years working for the Winonan, I was a sports reporter, sports editor and editori Other fun facts about me: I'm a huge movie fen, I have a plate and four screws in my left ankle, I'm right handed,
I'm afraid of needles and moths, my girlfriend, Kendal Ann, lives in Washington D.C., and I drive a Subaru. My
celebrity man-crush is Bryce Harper and my celebrity girl-crush is Emma Stone.
* I'm all about self-promoting, so if you're interested in my work, my Twitter handle is @hamsterjockcy. I
also have a blog with my roommate, and we post some great stuff. The link for that is www.hamsteijockeyblog.
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Why can't we smoke and
talk around a picnic bench?
L

iving on my own, I have
learned that life is only
what you make of it with the
interactions you have. Since
coming here, I have learned that
most resident assistants do not
understand that the smoking
policy is not about stopping kids
from smoking but enforcing that
they should not do it on Winona
State property.
Now recently 1 have noticed
that behind Lourdes, they
removed the trash can next to the
smoking area. I'm assuming they
hope to have less people smoking
there, but all it has done is make
the freshmen put their trash in
ashtrays which in turn has started
many tiny fires, making the value
of the area depreciate even more.
Limiting the resources does not
make kids go out of their way to
keep a place clean but instead just
adds another problem.
Coming into this school, I
have talked to many people in
the student body and many of the
staff that choose to participate
in an open, undiscriminating
conversation. Some conversations
start with politics and end with
your favorite meal. Others can
begin with where you are from
and end with the rare occurrence
of two people being in the same
500 foot area when a shooting
occurred, but the very essence
of these interactions is based on
two different parties coming to
one specific place and happening
to get into a no-holds-barred
conversation. I relate these
activities to the 60s and 70s, when
tensions were high and student
bodies felt that they should make
sure to communicate and have
their voice heard.
Winona State tobacco rules are
important to me, and I respect
them to the utmost of my ability.
I feel as though it is not right for
the resident assistants to enforce
a policy of not allowing for
smokers to be comfortable in the

specific designated areas that we
are limited to.
According to Karen Johnson, in
a Winonan article published last
semester, "smokers now have the
option to smoke on the sidewalks
surrounding campus, as the streets
are public property." Now if you
made the smoking area become
not a place where students are
subjugated to a resident assistant's
personal view of keeping picnic
benches where they belong but
where the student body, faculty
and construction workers who
work to keep our school in quality
shape could come together and
have conversations, I believe that
you would have less students
disobeying the rules of smoking
on Winona State property. They
might feel more inclined to stay
within the current limitations.
If the proper resources were
simply allowed to stay where they
are, like a single picnic bench
behind Lourdes and a garbage,
it would at least alleviate the
amount of money you pay for
cleanup, repainting walls due to
cigarette ashes smeared across
purple paint (like the wall across
from Mugby Junction), and
simply enforcing a policy that is
only there to benefit the rest of
the students who choose not to
smoke.
What I have found is although
we do smoke, Winona State does
not feel as though we are doing
anything wrong. It is simply a
matter of respect. Just because
an individual chooses to spend 8
dollars to hurt themselves does
not mean Winona State should
have to pay to clean up after
them.
Now for those students who
choose to hang out with the
smokers, never once actually
smoking, they do it because we
honestly do encourage great
conversations that are critical for
breaking boundaries, inspiring
passion, and showing that each

student really does care about
what they are going to school for.
They hang out with us because
they enjoy the community that we
create there.
In the past, Winona State had a
problem with hookahs, which are
bulky, gross, and tend to include
a lot of coals that just make
smoking a simple cigarette to a
way other level. I am not trying
to convince you that last year's
problem should change your
policy. Actually the contrary—it
is just a fad that kids will get used
to and then get over just as they
did with Velcro shoes and Lance
Armstrong wristbands. They can
learn to do it off campus.
For the ones who do not want
it on their campus, it becomes a
simple solution: don't get upset
that students smoke. Make the
students not feel as though their
freedoms are being taken away
but simply make the point that the
health of others is important too.
The only thing I would like
to emphasis is that we do need
the picnic bench in the back of
Lourdes not because we need to
smoke but because it is not being
used. Its value is solely based
on the people who use it and the
conversation that can occur there.
If nothing else what you
should get out of this is that some
problems can tend to become
worse with policy intervention.
Resident assistants just follow
policy, but the policies themselves
are only there to ensure that
smokers and nonsmokers can
cohabitate without too many
people getting their freedoms
limited by what an individual
chooses to do with their existence.

-PRESTON PETERSON

Guest Contributor
Contact Preston at
PJohnson13@winona.edu

facebook comment
of the week
no point in allowing for loopholes.
-Connor Meyers

Search for "The Winonan.

#tweetofthew
There wasn't one this week.
Change that. #bethechange

follow us and tell us what you
@Winonan

Hey WSU students!
Got a problem with Winona State? Or
the Winonan? Or college life in general?
Wouldn't it be great if more of the
residence hall bike racks protected bikes
from rain and snow?
Does it bother you that people leave
football games after the first half?
We're dying to read your rants, complaints,
suggestions, jokes, embarrassing moments,
secret crushes and just about everything in
between.
Email your work to Marcia Ratliff at
MRatlifF09@winona.edu with "Letter to the
Editor" as the subject line.
500 words or less, please.

Don't just sit there. Join the conversation.
Email your work to Marcia Ratliff at MRatliff09@winona.edu with "Letter to the Editor •
500 words or less, please.
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on
e-cigarettes and hookahs under a temporary ban until
they can decide ho#they Will be bandied under school
policy.
In an email sent on Aug. 23, Director of Student
Conduct and Citizenship Alex Kromminga said
increased use of hookahs and e-cigarettes had
prompted the university to address the issue.
"It's not something that we're entering into lightly,"
Kromminga said. "And it's not because it's 'us against
the students,' it's the ov erall welfare of all members of
our community."
Kromminga said the moratorium means hookahs
aren't allowed on campus, in residence halls and in
vehicles on campus. He said e-cigarettes arc being

"At this time, we are treating them like regular
tobacco cigarettes," Kromminga said, "which
means we're expecting students to go out on the
sidewalks or go to those places that individuals who
smoke cigarettes go for now, until we can make a
determination on how we're

but that most reactions were a result of students
misunderstanding the moratorium.
Kromminga said because it is a moratorium and not
some
"Because we're doing a moratorium, we're more
tvpe-of-thing," Kromminga said. "If the student then
chooses not to comply, then they go through the
Donald Walski, Winona State's director of security,
said there have been no problems since the moratorium
was announced.
depends MI how much revision is required to the
current policies on tobacco products or if new policies
are needed. He said this decision could take anywhere
from a couple weeks to a semester.
Sciig students see this temporary decision as a
necessary move for the university until more research
can be done on the effects of e-cigarettes and hookahs.
"The e-cigs are a relatively new product that arc
Rebecca Erickson,

she said banning e-cigarettes is not helpful for students
trying to decrease their nicotine intake.
"I don't think it's that great of an idea to ban e-cigs
because that's the healthier option for smokers,"
Erickson said. Kelly Mitzei, a senior English major,
agreed.
"I don't understand how something that can't harm
you is banned just because it looks like something
else," Mitzei said.
Mitzei questioned w hether or not the ban will be
effective for e-cigarettes, saying they could easily
be hidden. She said because of the mild smell of
e-cigarettes. it would be easv to smoke them in a
concealed fashion without anyone noticing.
Erickson said she believes Winona State will ban
e-cigaiettes and hookahs just to make enforcement
simpler; however, Kromminga emphasized the school's
concern for students' well-being in this decision.
"I just think that it's important to know that we
didn't enter into it lightly." Kromminga said. "We
understand that, just like when we did the full smoking
ban, we're going to have student groups who are
concerned with if, but what we're looking for is the
overall weft-being of the campus."

a rule on those, they need to ban them first and review
time to decide
products an
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Coming right up:
what's new on Winona
State's menu
B

ruce Bechtle, director of dining
services at Winona State University,
eats at the cafeteria every day.
"With the hot weather, I usually do a lot
of salad bar stuff," he said, gesturing to the
buffet of ingredients.
Though he's been working as director
for eight years, he still remembers what
he used to eat for dinner back in his own
college days on the west coast. "Twenty
years ago, it was just one line in the
cafeteria," he said.
"You get your ham, you get your
potatoes, your vegetable, your dinner roll,
and then," he waved, "That was it."
Nowadays, he said, things are very
different on the campus dining scene. He
stood in the nexus of the Jack Kane Dining
Center in Kryzsko Commons, surrounded
by not one food line but six. Hungry
diners availed themselves of crab cakes,
southwest salads, tacos and burritos, baked
potatoes, pasta, stir fry sandwiches and
more.
The air was sticky from the steam rising
from the grills, Classmates carrying their
respective plates of raw vegetables and
three-meat omelets walked side-by-side to
their table.
It was lunchtime at Winona State.
Even during salad days, Bechtle is
seldom bored. "I build my own," he said,
gesturing back to the salad bar. "Then I get
some grilled chicken from the grill station,
or I can mix in some salsa from the taco
bar if I feel like it...1 always encourage
students to look around, work the space."
Bechtle's job for the past eight years has
been to make the cafeteria just as exciting
to Winona State students.
With a student body of about 8,000,
including vegetarians, vegans, international
students, nontraditional students, athletes
on training diets, students with various
food intolerances and the occasional
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diehard carnivore, that's proven to be a
somewhat difficult task.
"We try to make sure students can get
exactly what they want," he said. "Our
success is their happiness."
During his time as director, the cafeteria
has gone through several changes to try and
keep up with a rapidly changing student
body. The entire area was remodeled in
2010 to better accommodate more diners
and multiple food stations. He and his team
pushed for adding more fresh options,
including fruits and vegetables and pan-toplate options like the stir-fry line.
They also added in a soymilk dispenser
and a variety of gluten-free options,
including an exclusively gluten-free toaster
and gluten-free waffle batter available for
every breakfast.
The student body's tastes are a moving
target. That means Bechtle's team, he said,
is "always thinking."
Their newest additions include a potato
bar in the cafeteria and new sushi trays in
the Smaug.
So, the question is, what do today's
students want next?
Amelia O'Bert, from Algonquin, IL, has
a few ideas. "The wait is always too long
in the caf," she said. "They need a faster
system."
She'd also like to see more variety in the
fresh fruit, perhaps some berries or an incafeteria smoothie bar and a thicker, spicier
alfredo sauce, to name a few things.
Matthew Swenson, a senior finance
major from Lakeview, MN, has a simpler
request.
"I like steak," he said. "I don't think I've
had steak here one time."
Other voices chimed in. Some say the
pasta sauce in the cafeteria is too runny.
And some are tired of the same old
burritos and Coyote Jack's burgers in the
Smaug.

Pasta is always available in the Jack Kane Dining Center.

Some don't like the new sushi available
in the C-Store.
Others are desperate to see it appear on
the block plan.
The one prevailing sentiment between
disparate diners was the appreciation for
the variety of foods available.
Whether they prefer spinach to ground
beef, brown rice to pasta or coffee to tea,
there is something for them to eat.
And for the rest, Bechtle and his team are
keeping their ears open and planning for
the future.

ANDREA BAUTCH

He walked out of the cafeteria at the
end of lunch hour and back through the
kitchens where pots were already sizzling
with the next big thing: dinner.

-HANNAH JONES

Features Editor
Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Freshman expectations...
... senior realities
WMmm

Freshman Kevin Kenrick

T

he life of a college student is often
portrayed as a somewhat socially
glamorous lifestyle, with endless party
opportunities and classes on the side while
surrounded by great friends.
Although the stereotypes of college hold
true to an extent, the college lifestyle that
has been illustrated for incoming freshmen
can often lead to unrealistic expectations of
what life at a university is really like.
So how many of these stereotypes rub
off on the incoming freshmen, and how do
they affect their expectations for the next
four years of their lives?
Winona State University freshman,
Kevin Kendrick, gave his insight on what
he thought college life would be like and
what he suspected the future would hold at
the university.
Kendrick shared his reasons for picking
Winona State, stating that it seemed like a
"friendly campus that wasn't too difficult
to maneuver around," and concluding that
it "looked like fun."
Since he has started attending college as
a full-time student, Kendrick's perspectives
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MOLLY O'CONNOR

have morphed slightly.
Kendrick listed his expectations and
thoughts on how he had originally assumed
his time at college would be spent, which
included general concerns for college life,
and how they had already changed within
the first week of class.
"I was expecting it to be a little less
busy, a more quiet campus," he said. "But
it's fine the way it is."
Kendrick's first week also exceeded
his expectations in some ways. "I was
also expecting dorm life to be a little less
close-knit and friendly, so I was pleasantly
surprised by that," he said.
As for the future, Kendrick shared
his biggest concern for what being an
upperclassman would mean for him. "In
regards to homework, I think it will be
less busy work but more studying than
the workload expected in high school.
When you're a junior or a senior, you'll
have more work to do, but I think I'll have
mastered the study habits to keep up with
it."
"I see it as harder work, but it would be

MOLLY O'CONNOR

Senior Conlan Carter

manageable with an established routine,"
he said.
Kendrick's expectations were not too
far off from what senior Conlan Carter
experienced in his years of being a Winona
State student.
Far from the media's partying college
image, reflecting back to his freshman
year, Carter said he was under the
assumption that college was going to be a
lot of work.
"I thought it was going to be studying
all the time and that it would be really
overwhelming," he said. "And it is."
Even then, he wasn't completely
prepared. "Honsetly, I didn't think I'd be
working as much as I have in college,"
he said. But college for Carter wasn't all
homework and no social life.
When asked about how his own
expectations had shifted into the reality
of being an upperclassman, Carter shared
his thoughts on the importance of making
social connections and focusing on
personal success and failure.
"I guess making as many friends as

possible, and meeting the professors is
really helpful. It goes a long way," he said.
"College is definitely all on you when it
comes down to success or failure. It gives
you a better understanding of yourself,
which is extremely important."
When asked if he had any advice for the
new students of Winona State, Carter's
advice for the freshman class was to
merely make an effort. "Try. If something
interests you, go for it. Figure out what you
want and what works best for you."
-MOLLY O'CONNOR

Feature Writer
Contact Molly at
MOConnorl O@winona.edu

How was college
different from what you
expected?
Tweet us with
#wsuexpectations.
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Bookstore vs. bookstore
Warrior Textbooks urges students to compare
WSU Bookstore says service determines price
A

lthough Winona State University's
bookstore is located right on campus,
it still has to compete with the "other
guys."
Warrior Textbooks, which opened in fall
2011, is located at 619 Huff Street across
from Kwik Trip.
Tony Rikess, who has worked at Warrior
Textbooks since November 2012, said
Warrior Textbooks guarantees lower prices
on every book and promises to buy books
back for more than the official Winona
State bookstore does.
Warrior Textbooks store manager Barry
Hakes said, "Their markup is so high,
there's room for us to step in. We don't
have to do that."
However, Warrior Textbooks can't
advertise on campus. "It's hard getting the
word out, especially to freshmen," Rikess
said.
Warrior Textbooks mainly relies
on word-of-mouth and Facebook for

advertising.
"A lot of students stop in and price
check," Hakes said. "They can at least
come and see it."
Karen Krause, bookstore supervisor at
the Winona State Bookstore, said the store
has had competitors in the past.
By law, all textbook information from
faculty is shared with competitors.
"If they get cheaper books, that's fine,
but for a class of thirty, they only have to
stock maybe 11 books," Krause said of
Warrior Textbooks. "But we have to get
all 30. We have to eat the cost of unused
books."
"If they had to provide the same service
and same number of students, they would
have to charge more," Krause said
The campus bookstore goes through a
four-step process to get books for students,
including buyback, rental, wholesale, and
e-book sales, with the intent to get as many
used books as possible.

"We go through these phases before we
order it from the publisher, which is of
course the most expensive," Krause said.
"Our price margins are minimal," she
said. "Twenty percent or less."
Krause also said many prices are
ultimately publisher-driven. The bookstore
profits stay on the university, funding all
of the presidential scholarships and some
athletic scholarships as well.
Krause said an advantage to buying
books on campus is flexibility in payment
options.
"We service all students with special
needs, like VA loans," Krause said. Postsecondary enrollment option students also
get service at the bookstore.
While the campus bookstore can charge
textbook purchases to student accounts for
a $15 service fee, Warrior Textbooks has a
similar program, Hakes said.
They allow students to post-date checks
for the date financial aid is applied. Megan
Mill, textbook manager at the Winona State
University Bookstore, said the bookstore

provides all supplies students might need
for class, including an supplies.
Students also have access to special
orders through the bookstore.
Although Warrior Textbooks doesn't
carry supplies or apparel, Hakes said his
store will do "anything the bookstore
does," from rentals to custom books to
bundles to brand-new books with access
codes. Like Krause, he said he tries to
stock used books first.
However, Warrior Textbooks cannot
service curriculum-based bundles, such as
those for nursing classes.
Krause said this is an advantage to
shopping at the bookstore. "Here you can
be sure that it's what the professors order,"
she said.

-MARCIA RATLIFF
Editor-in-Chief
Contact Marcia at
MRatliff09@winona.edu

At left, the WSU Bookstore during the first week of classes. Above, Warrior Textbooks.
MATTHEW SECKORA

Where are you getting your books this year?
Tweet us with #wsutextbooks.
14*Life
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Feeling all right? Health Services is there to help
N

o matter the year, the rule remains the
same: students need to be well to do
well.
That's why freshmen and seniors alike
need to know about the services offered at
Winona State University Health Services.
Health Services functions as a full service
clinic. There are many services available,
including a physician, a full-service lab,
nurse practitioners, RNs, a gender based
violence sexual assault nurse examiner,
the Ask-a-Nurse hotline and an insurance
coordinator.
Health Sen ices also includes counselors,
a health promotion team, alcohol awareness
and a Student Health and Wellness
Advocates Club (SI 1AC) for students.
According to Health and Wellness
Services Director Connie Kamara, there
are plenty of reasons students may find
themselves at Health Services.
"We get a lot of upper respiratory
ailments, women's health, STD testing and
anxiety or depression," Kamara said.
Kamara also said she wished students
knew how lucky they were to have these
resources.
"I don't think students realize how great
the Health and Wellness Services is," she
said.
"The variety and prices are unbeatable.
We have the lowest costs in the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU)

system. It's only $10 here to be seen, as
compared to Moorhead where it's $100.
And we're the cheapest in the local area as
well."
Winona State Health Services accepts all
forms of insurance and MnSCU will even
provide a student with health insurance if
needed.
Many students come in with little
information on their insurance policies.
"Most students don't understand their
health insurance. Many students are unsure
if their parents cover them or if they're
even covered at all," Kamara said.
Luckily, the insurance coordinator can
help students figure it all out.
For students looking for more
information on wellness, Health Services
puts on Healthy Mondays and Wellness
Wednesdays events in the Integrated
Wellness Complex (IWC).
These events are inspired, run by
students and based on Winona State's
seven dimensions of wellness: intellectual,
spiritual, emotional, environmental, social,
occupational and physical.
Both events take place at 7 p.m. on
Mondays, and 3 p.m. on Wednesdays in
"The WELL," IWC Room 138.
Other health promotion resources for
students are the "WellZine," Winona State's
e-magazine, and Fit Stop self-assessment
programs.

Mental and emotional wellness is just
as much a part of Winona State Health
Services' commitment to students' needs.
Students who are stressed and need
someone besides their advisors or
roommates to talk to can make an
appointment with a counselor.
There is also a new club on campus
called Active Minds.
Promoting mental health and getting
rid of the social stigma of talking about
depression and other anxiety disorders are
the club's primary goals.
However, students can only get the full
value out of these services if they use them
to their fullest potential.
Winona State Health Services is focused
on student feedback. Kamara said Winona
State used to have a free dietician on
campus, but because students didn't utilize
the resource, it is now no longer available.
Also, making full use of these services
is a good step toward a balanced life and a
successful school year.
"Students need to focus on balancing
their health to stay focused in school and do
better in life in general," said Kamara.

open 7:30 a.m. - 5
p.m. during the
school year.
are available 8 a.m.
- 4:30 p.m.
Ask-a-Nurse Hotline
507-457-2292

-SAMI SCHWANKE

Feature Writer
Contact Sami at
SSchwanke09@winona.edu

Got a question?
She'll be back, but
only if you ask...
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send questions to
askabbywinonan@
yahoo.com
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The Rickwood Classic: A baseball fan's ultimate pilgrimage

O

n May 29, 2013,1 stepped back into
a different era in baseball history for
the 18th annual Rickwood Classic between
the Tennessee Smokies and Birmingham
Barons.
The classic is played at the historic
Rickwood Field, the oldest professional
baseball park in the United States.
The park was the home park for the
Birmingham Black Barons, who were
a part of the Negro Leagues, and the
Birmingham Barons. From 1910-1961,
both teams played at Rickwood Field, with
the Black Barons playing on weekends
when the Barons were on the road.
To pay homage to past players, the
Barons play one game a year at Rickwood
Field for the Rickwood Classic. Since
1996, after a stadium restoration process
was almost completed, the Barons,
Double-A affiliate for the Chicago White
Sox, play one "throwback" game featuring
the players, umpires and fans wearing
vintage clothing that was worn during that
specific time period. This year, Smokies
wore uniforms of the 1935-36 Knoxville
Giants and the Barons wore the uniforms
of the 1948 Black Barons.
For me, this was my first experience at
Rickwood Field. Before I wrote an article
at the beginning of the season highlighting
this game, I had never even heard of
Rickwood Field.
I was lucky enough to be able to go
to Birmingham, Ala. for the game, and
as a baseball fan, it was by far the best
experience I have ever had with the great
sport.
After going through the VIP entrance,
I headed to the Will Call area to pick up
my ticket and my all access badge to the
field. Walking into the front area, I noticed
the lineup board on the wall. This lineup
board is a blackboard where the lineups
and positions of each player on both teams
were written in chalk for the fans to see.
When I saw this, I knew I was in for a
special experience.
Originally from Racine, Wis., I went
to a lot of Milwaukee Brewers games at
County Stadium. I vaguely remember
my experiences there, but after walking
16-Sports

through the corridors of Rickwood Field, a
lot of my County Stadium memories came
back to me.
Once I got my bearings of where things
where in the stadium, I went to the field to
take pictures. I walked out to the outfield
and saw the old school scoreboard, but
more on the scoreboard later.
As I continued to take photos and soak
up the atmosphere of Rickwood Field,
the Smokies players were sitting on the
dugout before warming up. Donning the
throwback uniforms, the players were
posing in random batting stances that
could have very well been used on the
diamond.
For me, this part of the whole
experience was great because not only
were these guys goofing around; they were
inadvertently fitting the historical tradition
that the Rickwood Classic is all about.
After getting some good photographs
on the field, I headed up to the press
box to check out the view, see our radio
broadcaster Mick Gillispie and pick up
a lineup sheet. Surprisingly, the press
box is quite modern - there's even Wi-Fi
available for working members on the
media. The same way the players wear
vintage uniforms; the members of the
media and umpires also wear attire from
that era. Gillispie was sporting a black and
white houndstooth sport coat, dark slacks,
a red bowtie and a boater hat with the
word "press" written on a piece of paper
and inserted to the band of the hat.
One of the things that I had heard about
from other staff members who had been
to Rickwood Field was the ability to go
on the roof and view the game from there.
After figuring out where to go, I headed
to the roof to take in the Rickwood Field
experience from up there.
The view from the roof was great. I
was up there for roughly three innings,
and I took a lot of great photos as well.
The view from behind home plate was
interesting, especially when a foul ball
whizzes past your head. There are no nets
on the roof, so you must pay attention to
the game for your own safety.
For me, the most interesting thing about

The Rickwood Field scoreboard.

being on the roof was being at eye level
with the ball when it was hit in the air. The
bird's eye view gave me a new outlook on
the game and a memory that I will never
forget.
To keep the tradition of Rickwood Field
alive, the original outfield wall is still
erected behind the current outfield wall.
The outfield was moved in 1938 and now
stands 399 feet to left center from home
plate instead of the 478 it was to one part
of the outfield.
On one part of the wall, there was a
plaque with an "X" next to it, marking
a home run by Walt Dropo in 1948 that
flew an astounding 467 feet. Another one
of the signs I saw down the first base line
said "No betting in this park," further
signifying the era that this ballpark was
built in and how the stadium curators have
preserved it in its old state.
Blending in with the current outfield
wall is the old, iconic scoreboard. This
scoreboard, still manually updated
throughout the game, reminds me of the
iconic Wrigley Field scoreboard.
One of the perks of my all access pass

MATT SHALBRACK

was the ability to go up onto the platform
behind the scoreboard and take in the
game through one of the open slots.
Even though the Smokies lost 6-3,
this experience was the best I have ever
had involving the game of baseball. For
anyone who loves the game of baseball
and wants to go back in history, visiting
Rickwood Field is a must. It's a pilgrimage
of sorts not only for the fans, but the
players as well. I saw some of the Smokies
players on the field with their cellphones,
taking pictures of their surroundings in
order to document the memories they were
making by playing in the game.
As a baseball enthusiast, I plan on going
back to Rickwood Field one day to reexperience the atmosphere, the sights, the
smells and the sounds of baseball as it was
played in a different era.

-MATT SHALBRACK

Lead Ad Rep
Contact Matt at
MShalbrack07@winona.edu
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Winona State soccer
looks to be refocused and
recommitted for 2013-14
A

fter finishing second to Minot
State at last season's Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference tournament
game with a 1-0 loss, the Winona State
University soccer team is back to reclaim
their spot as number one in the NSIC.
Last season, the Warriors had a young
team with 14 new faces, while returning
12 players from the previous season and
were able to obtain a 16-5 overall record,
with a 13-2 record in NSIC play.
Although they shut out 11 of the 21
opposing teams and allowed only 14 goals
last year, the team is ready to step it up to
stay atop the conference rankings.
"They started training camps on the
19th, often doing 2-a-days and also had
summer fitness," head coach Ali Omar
said, "They came in showing a different
maturity level than last year, looking more
athletically fit and soccer savvy."
The Warriors have already played in
three exhibition games, shutting out two
of their opponents, and allowing only one
goal with the other.
They recorded a 6-0 shutout against St.
Mary's University in the first game. The
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire was
next, where they recorded their second
shutout with a 4-0 victory.
In their latest exhibition, they beat
the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,
5-1. Omar commented that they look,
"refocused and recommitted," going into
this season.
The Warriors saw success last season

in some key players that included Kelsey
Foss, Morgan LeFebrve, and Rebecca
McCoy.
LeFebrve earned National Soccer
Coaches Association of America AllRegional Second Team honors and
All-Region Academic honors, as well
as a spot on the NSIC Second Team and
NSIC All-Academic squad. Her senior
teammate McCoy also had an outstanding
list of accomplishments from the 2012
season. She was on the NSCAA AllRegion Second Team and held All-Region
Academic honors. In the NSIC, she was
on the Second Team, as well one of their
All-Academic student-athletes. McCoy
was also named to the Daktronics AllRegion Second Team. Foss, who was a
freshman last year, earned awards in the
NSCAA All-Region Third Team and NSIC
Third Team.
The 2013-14 team has signed four fresh
faces that joined the team this season.
Because last year's team had so many
freshmen, Omar had to be selective with
new positions for the upcoming season.
New to the Warrior lineup this year are
Megan Paulick, Meg Riebau, Kenzie
Rose, and Gwen Vitalis.
This season, the Warriors are atop the
NSIC preseason poll where they received
10 out of the 16 possible first-place votes.
This is the 11th time since 2000 that
Winona State has been favorited from the
beginning of the season to win the NSIC
tournament title.

The Winona State soccer team practices drills in preperation
for their first game on Sept. 6.

Omar takes pride in his team's past
success and strongly believes that they can
top their goal of winning conference this
season. "My biggest accomplishment as
a coach is the longevity of past season's
teams. They sustain success year in and
year out," Omar said.
The Warrior women's Soccer team
kicks off their season when they host

BARTHOLOME RONDET

the University of Central Missouri at 7
p.m. on Sept. 6 at the Verizon Wireless
Stadium.

-KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
Sports Reporter
Contact Kylie at
KBridenhagenl 1@winona.edu

Winona State cross country teams prepping for first meet
T

he Winona State University cross
country men's and women's teams
have each earned a top ten ranking in the
preseason cross-country poll.
The women were picked to finish third
in the conference after an impressive
postseason run last fall, where they earned
the first trip to the NCAA Division II
Championship in program history. Out
of the seven runners who competed at
nationals, four are returning this season.
The men, who finished eighth at the
NSIC Championship, finished ninth in the
poll. With only one senior on the roster
last season, the men have an experienced
returning team.
In both the men and women's category
in the preseason poll, Augustana was
ranked to finish first.
Head coach Brett Ayers was an assistant
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last year and is in his first year as head
coach of both the men and women's teams.
"We have pretty high goals," Ayers said.
"This team finished ninth in the national
championship last year and one of our
goals is to definitely return to nationals.
We want to be a consistent national
qualifying team."
Part of the commitment to that goal
was putting the work in over the summer
months. While both teams wrapped up
their season and school year to head home,
the hard work continued.
"Our coach put together a great,
detailed, summer workout plan called
'Summer of The Warrior,'" junior Jordan
Skelley said.
"We get to go home for summer, which
means it's up to us to push ourselves and
put the miles in," Skelly said. "Good

summer training is essential to a good
cross country season, and I am very
confident that you will see we put in a lot
of work over the summer."
The training plan included a lot of miles
to cover, workouts, core and strength, she
said.
The recent heat has posed a challenge
for the Winona State cross-country teams.
With work to do before the season starts
on Sept. 7 with the St. Mary's University
Alumni Open, the men's and women's
teams have been getting their miles in
early.
"Yesterday, we practiced at 5:45,
and everyone was there," Ayers said. "I
wouldn't say they were oveijoyed to be
there, but there were great attitudes of
'let's get this done,' and it was the best
workout we've done so far. And that's not

easy to do that early in the morning."
Ayers is positive about the upcoming
season and said he thinks both teams will
do well.
"We have a special group," Ayers
said. "They're extremely focused and
competitive. They're extremely focused
at what they're doing and really hard
working. And that's not only on their
running; academically they do very, very
well. I've coached a lot, and this is one of
the best groups I've been around."

-ALYSSA GRIFFITH
Sports Editor
Contact Alyssa at
AGriffith09@winona.edu
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Soccer coach begins 19th season with team

T

he 2013-14 women's soccer
program began their season
this past week while practicing in
sultry weather conditions upward
to 97 degrees Fahrenheit, and
head coach, Ali Omar, found
himself amidst all of the action.
This year marks Omar's
19th season as head coach of
the Winona State University's
women's soccer team. Omar's
coaching history is quite deep, as
he started his coaching career for
a U.S. under-14 team.
The coach for this team had to
step out for that day's practice,
and asked if Omar could step
in. He coached for the day, and
at the end an onlooker from the
sidelines, "had watched and liked
what he saw. He suggested to me
to start a club team at Winona
Senior High School," Omar said.
In the early 1990's, Omar started
the first club team for Winona
Senior High School.
Omar, a past student at Winona
State, graduated with a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Management
Information Systems in 1992.
Women's soccer was added after
Title IX was passed and as a
graduate student, Omar was asked
if he wanted to become the first
head coach for the women's team
in 1995 and has been coaching all
teams since then.
Over the past 18 seasons, Omar

has helped the team to many
successful including six Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
Tournament titles, six NSIC
Championships, eight conference
wins from 2004-2011, and has
won NSIC Coach of the year in
2004, 2006, 2008 and 2011. Omar
is ranked ninth on the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II all-time victory charts
with 241 career wins.
Omar has helped nine of
his players win NSIC Player
of the Year awards—eight of
them consecutive winners from
2002-09. He has also assisted
five student athletes to win other
Player of the Year awards. Three
have won NSIC Defensive Player
of the Year, while two others have
earned NSIC Newcomer of the
Year status.
Coming into the 2013-14
season, Omar's team is ranked
number one in the NSIC
preseason poll, receiving 10 out
of a possible 16 first-place votes.
His biggest goal for the season
is to, once again, claim the top
spot and finish first in the NSIC.
To do this, he said, "We would
like to make an appearance at the
NCAA tournament but without
winning conference, there is no
appearance. We will work our
way back from NCAA's. It's all a
process."

Sophomore Kati Baker goes in for a shot during practice.
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Bryan Ufheil has been the
assistant women's soccer coach
since 2004, when he helped assist
his first season with the Warriors.
Ufheil's first season with Winona
state was a thriving one. His
team won both the conference
and regular season titles in 2004.
Other big accomplishments
for Ufheil include assisting
goalkeepers Anna Belpedio and
Amanda Diehm be named AilAmericans 2010 and 2011. He
has also played part in coaching
six NSIC Players of the Year and
three NSIC Defensive Players
of the Year. This is Ufheil's 10th
season as the Warriors' assistant
coach.
Going into the season as
number one in the NSIC
preseason poll is quite a feat for
the Warriors who finished with a
16-5 overall record last season.
Omar sees that his players are
ready to win it all. "They came in
showing a different maturity level
than last year," said Omar. "They
are more athletically fit and soccer
savvy." And as Omar's motto
says, "Luck is a product of hard
work."
-KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
Sports Reporter
Contact Kylie at
KBridenhagenl 1@winona.edu
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Winona State
football looks
to build off of
2012 success

ith classes officially started and fall approaching,
football season is right around the corner.
After going 10-2 last season, including a 41-21 victory
over Lidenwood in the Mineral Water Bowl, the Winona
State University football team looks to replicate its
success.
Head coach Tom Sawyer said, "The biggest thing
that we're looking at right now from spring practice is
consistency. This year we have a couple of new guys on
the defensive side that are working into our schemes but
offensively we are working on our consistency."
The Warriors are returning 12 starters from 2012,
including senior quarterback John Teigland.
"I've just worked on trying to be consistent," Teigland
said, who passed for 2,942 yards and 24 touchdowns
last season. "On offense you got to have 11 guys doing
their job to have a successful play and making sure we're
consistent for four quarters."
One player that won't be on the field this year is all-time
leading rusher Rayon Simmons Jr., who graduated last
year.
This season three different players will fill the shoes
of Simmons, including seniors Theo Burkett and Chichi
Ojika, as well as junior Anthony Resnick.
"Well you don't really replace him you just do it
differently," Sawyer added. "We'll probably use three
different backs in a game, they all have different skills.
Now we're going to fast and more wide open kind of guys
versus a heavy hitter like Rayon was."
The Warriors have been consistent over the years, going
7-4 the last three seasons (2009-11) before improving to
10-2 last season.
"The biggest thing is it's always a goal to try and play a
12th game that's what we talk about every year. " Sawyer
said. "Right now, the biggest focus in on week 1. We've
got a home game to start the season where we got a very
good Bemidji State team coming in here, and then we head
to St. Cloud in week two, so we need to worry about our
start and not the finish."
The football team returns to Verizon Wireless Stadium
for the first game of the season at 6 p.m. on Sept. 5 against
Bemidji State.

W

ANDREA BAUTCH

Head coach Tom Sawyer and senior Chichi Ojika take a time out from practice.

-SAM THIEL

Sports Reporter
Contact Sam at
SThiell 1@winona.edu

MATTHEW SEKORA

The Warriors face off in a scrimmage to prepare for the first game of the season.
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Experienced volleyball team looking for strong 2013 start
A
fter the conclusion of the 2012
season, the Winona State University
women's volleyball squad is looking to
improve on their twenty wins.
The Warriors are going to use the
school record fifteen-straight wins last
season as a starting point for bigger and
better goals this season.
The Warriors, who began practicing
last week, bring back an experienced
squad led by seniors Bekah Saugen, Katie
Froehle, Kayla Uhienhake, Elena Kruesei,
Kaley Jacobson and Alii Glisch.
The league's coaches picked the
Warriors to finish sixth in the NSIC
Preseason Volleyball Poll. The Warriors

tied with Minnesota State, with
Concordia-St. Paul nabbing the top spot.
To prepare for the upcoming season, the
Warriors had a scrimmage on Tuesday,
Aug. 26 to work out any kinks for
upcoming games.
The Warriors used the offseason to
ready themselves for this season. Strength
coach Loren Liming created workouts for
the girls that included Olympic style lifts,
circuit training and cardio, Froehle said.
"Every year we scrimmage Viterbo and
it's usually our first time playing another
team," Froehle said. "It's a good chance
few everyone to play, switch up line-ups
and try different looks. I think we saw

some really great things at Viterbo. Our
team always wants to have a, 'GFE- Go
For Everything' spirit and I think that was
evident on Tuesday, we showed lots of
hustle which was exciting to see."
"The NSIC is a very tough conference.
You can battle with a team and exchange
point for point. One team giving up two
or three points in a row can mean they
lose the match. So, our main focus at
practice has been to stop runs. If the
other side gets a point on you, you have
to make a conscious effort to get the next
point and not give up a run. A lot of
our drills are faster then the real pace of
volleyball which means there isn't much

time to think, so you really have to focus
on the point at hand," Froehle said.
The Warriors begin their regular season
with a six-team tournament beginning
Sept. 6 with two home games against St.
Joseph's and Northwest Missouri State at
11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
The Warriors play two more games on
Sept. 7 against Michigan Tech and MSU
Moorhead at home with those games at
3:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. respectively.
-DILLON HOGAN
Sports Reporter
Contact Dillon at
DHoganl l@winona.edu

More information at
@ Central Missouri

1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - McKendree
(Cenrai Missouri
Tournamment)
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